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My name is Vanessa Agyei-Essiful. I offered BA 

Economics and Statistics at the University of Ghana. I 

have been a proud beneficiary of Educational 

Pathways International (EPI) for the past four years 

now. 

 

I am very privileged to be part of Educational 

Pathways International because EPI helped my dream 

of acquiring a tertiary education easier and 

achievable. Life in the university would have been 

very tough for me without the scholarship from EPI 

because I am from a broken home of five which 

includes my three younger siblings, my mom and 

myself. My mom is a single parent taking care of my 

three siblings and I with the meagre income she 

makes from her petty trading. EPI relieved my mom 

of her burden by sponsoring me throughout my four years of study in the university. 

 

EPI also helped in grooming me into a competent young lady through our workshops and 

meetings. I have acquired a lot of skills and informative ideas as well as how to relate, interact 

and also communicate with people for both the working field and personal life.  

 

I chose to study BA Economics and Statistics because I like analyzing data on how to manage 

scarce resources for outmost satisfaction. Also, it is my dream to become the Governor of the 

Bank of Ghana in the next ten years. It is my dream to come out with a Foundation that will help 

provide quality education for teenage girls in my community and also organize forums to educate 

the young girls on adolescent reproductive health to help reduce the rate of teenage pregnancy in 

my community drastically. 

 

I am forever grateful to Educational Pathways International for the life changing opportunity and 

I promise to make them proud. God bless EPI to impacts more gifted and needy students.  

 

Long live EPI to continue its good works in making the world a better place. 


